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ABSTRACT 
For positive definite herrnitian matrices A and B, we obtain an upper and a lower 
bound for the eigenvalues of AB in terms of those of A and B. 
We let A = (a jj) and 23 = ( bij) be two n X n positive definite hermitian 
matrices (A > 0 and I3 > 0); pl,. . . , p,,; vl,. . . , v,,; X 1,. . . , A, are the eigenval- -- 
ues of A, B, AB. Let C’, DT be the conjugate transpose matrices of C, D. We 
give rough estimates for Ai, 1~ i < n. We have: 
THEOREM 
2 (minpj)2(minvj)2 
“( minpj)2+ (minvj)2 
<Xi < ~[(maxpi)Z+(maxvj)2], l<i<n. 
We need two lemmas for the proof. 
LEMMA 1. Zf A > 0, then A 1 > 0. 
LEMMA 2. For any two n x n complex matrices C and D, we have - - 
Retr CD < f(tr CCT+ tr DDT). 
Lemma 1 is very easy to prove. Now, we give the proof of Lemma 2. 
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Proof. Suppose that C = (c~~),,~” and D = (dij),X,; then 
-- 
Retr CD = Re 5 cikdki = $ i ( cikdki + cik dki ), 
i,k=l i.k=l 
+(trCCT+trDDT)=+ F (CikCik+fdikdik) 
i.k=l 
- 
_ii f$cikcik+dkiz)’ 
Assume that cik = e + fi and dki = g + hi. Then 
-- 
cikdki+ Cjk dki=(e+fi)(g+hi)+(e-fi)(g-hi)=2eg-2jh, 
- 
cikcik+dkidki=(e+fi)(e-fi)+(g+hi)(g-hi)=e2+f2+g2+h2. 
Hence, 
- 
cik cik + dki dki > Cikdki + cik dki 
and 
- 
ii ;l(cikcii+dki2i;;)b$ 2 (Cikdki+Cikdki). 
i,k=l 
- 
That is to say, Re tr CD < &tr CCT+ tr DOT). n 
Proof of Theorem. Since A > 0, by Lemma 1 we have A - ’ > 0, and 
there exists an n x n nonsingular matrix P such that A ~ ’ = Pp. We have 
Pp ‘B (pT)- ’ > 0, since B > 0. Suppose that x1,. . . , x, are the eigenvafues of 
xi > 0, 1~ i < n, and there exists a unitary matrix U such 
O<x,+ ... +x,= 
Lemma 2, we have x1 
p: + Z,F= 1 v:), and since xi 
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Now, 
det( XI - AB) = det A( XA-’ - B) 
[ 
- 
= det Adet XPPT - PUdiag(x,,..., x,) (PU)‘] 
=detAdet(PU)detdiag(X-x,,...,X-x,)det(PU)r. 
Therefore, x 1, . . . , x, are the eigenvalues of AB and 
Xi<5[(ma~p,)~+(rnaxv,)~], l<i<n. 0) 
By the same method, we get B = PP’, P- ‘A - ’ (P’) - ’ = Udiag( r 1,. . . , x ,) U ‘, 
and 
o<x,+ ... 
- -1 
+x,=trP-‘A-‘( P’) 
- 
=tr(PT)-‘P~lA~l=trR-‘A-’ 
<i(trAp’(Ap’)r +trB-’ (B-‘)T) 
Hence, 
xi<? ma-+max- 1 1 =? 1 1 
2 i p; V; 1 i 2 (minpj)2 +( min vj)’ i ’ lGzGn, 
and det(XZ-AB)=detA(XA~‘-B)=detA[XPUdiag(x,,...,x,)(PU)~ 
- P?]=detAdet(PU)detdiag(Xr,-l,...,Xx.-l)det(PU)T. Hence, 
h=;>; 1 
I 1 1 -+ 
(min p j)2 (min vj)2 
2 (min p j)2(min vi)’ 
=- 
n (minpj)2+(minvj)2’ 
l<i<n. (2) 
Hence, the Theorem holds. n 
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REMARK. Our method is very rough. However, we have got a lower 
bound of A which is strictly positive. We think any try to reduce the distance 
between upper bound and lower bound of X would be difficult. 
The author would like to thank an anonymous referee for his careful 
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